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1) Write three things that can be seen.

I see the wind
Weather poems

2) What are the leaves doing?

3) What are the clouds doing?

4) What are ‘bending low’?

5) Where do you think the clothes could be?

All of these are correct (only three must be written):
leaves, clothes,  trees,  flags,  kites,  clouds, wind

Answers

dancing by / dance by

floating by  / float by

trees

hanging in the garden on a washing line
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Weather poems

6) Why do you think it says ‘I see the wind ‘most anywhere.’?

7) What else might you see blowing in the wind?
Write two more lines for the poem.

I see the wind when...

I see the wind when...

Because the wind is blowing everything around outside (or similar)

Any examples of things blowing in the wind.

Any examples of things blowing in the wind.

Answers
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1) What are the four seasons?

The Seasons
Weather poems

spring summer

autumn winter

2) Find a word that rhymes with...

hoppy

slippy

showery

2) Which words describe autumn?

wheezy, sneezy, freezy

croppy, poppy

drippy, nippy

flowery, bowery

Answers
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Weather poems

3) What does ‘nippy’ mean?

4) Why is winter described as slippy, drippy and nippy?

it is cold / there is a chill in the air

because in winter there is sometimes snow and ice which you could slip 
on and it drips as it melts. It is also cold, which is what nippy means.

Answers
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Mr Sun
Weather poems

1) Where is Mr Sun hiding?

2) Which word is describing the sun?

3) Can you find a word that rhymes with me?

4) Why do the children want the sun to come out?

5) What might you do when Mr Sun comes out?

behind a tree

golden

tree

so that they can go outside and play

Answers may vary; anything that they might do outside in the sunshine is 
acceptable (e.g. go to the park, play in the garden, go in the paddling pool)

Answers
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Doctor Foster
Weather poems

1) Where did Doctor Foster go?

2) What did he step in?

3) What is the weather like in the rhyme?

4) Why did Doctor Foster not go to Gloucester again?

Because he stepped into a puddle up to his middle which means he was 
very wet.

it is raining

Gloucester

a puddle

Answers


